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The Index Presentation Meeting held on 29.04.13 in Council of Europe Paris Office aimed at introducing the 

MEDIANE Index on Media Diversity Inclusiveness to partner organisations but also to the main European media 

networks, as described in the list of participants. 

 

Based on the presentation of various practices developed in Europe in relation to diversity, the presentation of 

the proposed Index has been followed by an open discussion with participants in order to revise, complete and 

enrich the draft proposal introduced by Dr Myria Georgiou, consultant in charge of the conception and the 

building of the Index. 

 

This MEDIANE Index is conceived for being both:  

 

- a self-monitoring tool for enhancing capacities of the media and their staff members to include 

diversity inclusiveness in their production and professional practices,  

 

- an action tool for a greater inclusion of diversity inclusiveness in media content design and 

production.  

 

The report of the Presentation Meeting on MEDIANE Index will present the main examples of practices that have 

been presented and will remind some main key points about the Index and its steps of building. 

 

 

 

0.  MEDIANE Media in Europe for Diversity Inclusiveness EU / CoE joint initiative - Presentation 

 

 

Building upon the experiences and results of the 2008 – 2010 “Speak out against discrimination!” 

Campaign and the joint EU/Council of Europe 2010 – 2012 MARS – Media against Racism in Sports” 

Programme, MEDIANE – Media in Europe for Diversity Inclusiveness offers European and Thematic 

encounters as a first step for sharing practices, but also the opportunity for media outlets and 

professionals to share professional practices directly on an one-to-one basis, through “European 

Exchanges of Media Practices” (EEMPs). One of MEDIANE’s main outputs will be the MEDIANE Index. The 

MEDIANE Index will be an instrument for the media industry to self-monitor their abilities to include 

diversity in their daily work and also to serve as an action-support tool in favour of inclusive, diverse and 

intercultural modes of media content, design and production. 

 

 

MEDIANE’s global objective will advocate and stimulate inclusive and intercultural approaches of design 

and production media content, that could be applied to any kind of media sector by:  

-  supporting European Exchanges of Media Practices (EEMP) in journalism training, editorial 

management and design/production, 

-  implementing media encounters linking the various actors of the European media industry,  

-  analysing media practices to build a Media Index on Diversity Inclusiveness; this Index will be a self -

monitoring and decision making tool regarding media content design and production.  

 

 

More information on MEDIANE is available on its website: www.coe.int/mediane. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.coe.int/mediane
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1.  TAKING INSPIRATION FROM VARIOUS EUROPEAN EXAMPLES AND PRACTICES 

 

 

1.A.  THE INTERCULTURAL CITIES INDEX – Main objectives, content and results – Presentation: Irena 

GUIDIKOVA, Head of Division, ICC Programme Manager, CoE 

www.coe.int/t/dg4/cultureheritage/culture/cities/Index/default_en.asp 

 

As communities across Europe grow increasingly diverse, the way they manage diversity becomes a key 

challenge for the future. Successful cities and societies of the future will be intercultural: they will be 

capable of managing and exploring the potential of their cultural diversity to stimulate creativity and 

innovation and thus generate economic prosperity and a better quality of life. Diversity can be a 

resource for the development of a city if the public discourse, the city's institutions and processes,  and 

the behaviour of people, take diversity positively into account. 

 

Cities participating in the Council of Europe Intercultural cities programme undergo expert and peer 

reviews of their policies, governance and practice. This review takes the form of narrative reports and 

city profiles – a form which is very rich in content and detail but is relatively heavy as a tool to monitor 

progress and communicate results.  

 

The Intercultural Cities Index is a complementary tool, capable of illustrating visually level of 

achievement of each city, progress over time, and enabling comparison with other cities. This tool 

contains a limited number of strong indicators which make it easier to identify and communicate where a 

city stands in relation to intercultural integration, where effort should be focused in the future and which 

other cities could be a source of good practice in these particular areas.  

 

The Intercultural City Index is based on a questionnaire involving 66 questions 

grouped in 14 indicators with three distinct types of data. Indicators have 

been weighed for relative importance. For each indicator, the participating 

cities can reach up to 100 points (which are consolidated for the general ICC 

Index). These indicators comprise: intercultural commitment; education 

system; neighbourhoods; public services; business and labour market; cultural 

and civil life policies; public spaces; mediation and conflict resolution; 

language; media; international outlook; intelligence/competence; welcoming 

of new arrivals and governance. Some of these indicators - education system; 

neighbourhoods; public services; business and labour market; cultural and civil life policies; public 

spaces are grouped in a composite indicator called "urban policies through the intercultural lens" or 

simply "intercultural lens". Any city, regardless of whether it is a member of the Intercultural cities 

network or not, can reply to the Index questionnaire and have its results analysed. 

 

More information via the power point presentation available online: 01 - GUIDIKOVA ICC index Paris 

April 2013.pptx  

 

 

1.B.  THE FRENCH CHARTER OF DIVERSITY AND ITS TOOLKIT – Main objectives, content and results I – 

Presentation: Fella IMALHAYENE, Secretary General, Charte de la Diversité, France 

www.diversity-charter.com 

 

The idea for a Diversity Charter was conceived in January 2004 in a report issued by the French think 

tank Montaigne Institute. Yazid Sabeg, a leading French CEO, and journalist Laurence Méhaignerie will 

both be coordinating the drafting of the Charter in association with major corporations. 

The Charter was launched on 22 October 2004 by Claude Bébéar, Chairman of the Montaigne Institute, 

and Yazid Sabeg. It was then signed by 33 companies, including a few SMEs. The Diversity Charter was 

http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/cultureheritage/culture/cities/newsletter/newsletter11/newsletter11index_EN.asp
http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/cultureheritage/culture/cities/Index/default_en.asp
http://www.charte-diversite.com/
http://www.diversity-charter.com/
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the first document of its kind in Europe and went on to inspire other initiatives.  A Secretariat General for 

the Diversity Charter was set up at IMS-Entreprendre pour la Cité in September 2005 to handle 

promotional efforts for the Diversity Charter in France in association w ith the Charter’s private and public 

partners. The Diversity Charter is supported by political authorities. 

 

The Diversity Charter is a written commitment that can be signed by any company, regardless of its size, 

that wishes to ban discrimination in the workplace and makes a decision to work towards creating 

diversity. It expresses a company’s willingness to improve the degree to which their workforce reflects 

the diversity of French society. The Diversity Charter’s six articles guide companies through the process 

of instituting new practices by involving all of their employees and partners in these actions. It prompts 

them to implement a human resources policy focused on the recognition and validation of the personal 

skills of individuals. Companies thereby favour cohesion and social equality while improving how it is 

executed. 

 

The Diversity Charter’s Secretariat General focuses on raising awareness of the charter among SMEs and 

micro-enterprises. In fact, they account for nearly 70% of jobs in France and know little about the 

subject. Each article in the Charter engages the signatory companies to carry out tangible actions to 

apply their commitment to promoting diversity.  

 

Explanation of the articles and concrete examples: 

 

Preamble - Commitment  

 

Signing the Diversity Charter is the first step in a long-term process. By committing to encourage 

diversity, a company needs to clearly identify its stakes in promoting diversity and choose the key 

topics it will address that apply to its context. 

 

In an effort to assert and facilitate the incorporation of the diversity policy into the company’s general 

strategy, the commitment will be made at the highest level, by the company’s chief officer. This 

commitment shall also be visible and known to all who come in contact with the company.  

 

Examples 

 

1.  Raise awareness of non discrimination and diversity issues among top management and staff involved 

in recruitment, training and career development and to educate them in these matters.  

 

2.  Respect and promote the application of all aspects of the principle of non-discrimination at every 

stage of the human resources management, in particular in the recruitment, training, promotion and 

career development of employees. 

 

3.  Endeavour to reflect, the diversity of the French society particularly in its cultural and ethnic 

dimension at every level of our workforce. 

 

4.  Make all employees aware of the commitment to non-discrimination and diversity, and keep them 

informed of the practical results of this commitment. 

 

5.  Make the development and implementation of the diversity policy a subject of a dialogue with the 

employees’ representatives. 

 

6.  Insert a chapter in the annual report describing the commitment to non-discrimination and diversity 

including details of the measures implemented, the internal procedures and the results achieved. 
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More information via the power point presentation available online: 02 - IMALHAYENNE Charte de la 

Diversité 290413.ppt 

 

 

1.C.  DIVERSITY LABEL IN FRANCE - Main objectives, content and results – Presentation: Thierry GEOFFROY, 

Chargé de mission, Direction Générale, AFNOR Certification 

www.boutique-certification.afnor.org/certification/label-diversite 

 

The French government-owned Diversity Label helps to effectively and durably reinforce recruitment, 

integration and career management processes, while ensuring that organisations can enjoy seamless, 

constructive labour relations. Obtained and maintained further to independent assessments, the diversity 

label acknowledges and commends all the organisations who commit to promoting the full breadth of 

diversity. 

 

The diversity label is based on a set of specifications comprising the best practices to be implemented to 

harness powerful, well-reputed human resources. Suitable for all types of organisations, the diversity 

label specifications come in three versions (for organisations with fewer than 50 employees, organisations 

with over 50 employees and civil service departments).  

 

There are six main themes: (i) having a grasp of discrimination risks, (ii) staff commitment and 

mobilisation, (iii) raising awareness, communicating and training, (iv) fostering dialogue with staff 

representatives, suppliers and clients, (v) keeping control over human resource management processes, 

and (vi) ensuring the effectiveness of initiatives. 

 

All-round benefits of the diversity label: 

Prevention of all types of discrimination and ensure that organisations are legally irrefutable 

Reinforcement of professionalism in human resource management 

Benefits of constructive labour relations 

Fostering of loyalty and boosting of staff motivation 

Boosting performance 

Improved listening skills to deal with clients, partners, suppliers and users and better meet their 

needs on an on-going basis 

Attract top talent 

Ensure the future of your business 

Gain recognition for your effective commitment to Social Responsibility and Sustainable Development 

 

The diversity label is delivered by AFNOR Certification further to recurrent evaluations to enhance 

practices, target avenues for development and enhance initiative effectiveness. As a consensus-based 

scheme, the diversity label comes into play further to the findings of the French Labelling Commission, 

chaired by the French government, which also involves French trade unions, employer organisations and 

experts designated by the French Association of Human Resource Directors (ANDRH), including the 

Secretary-general of the French Diversity Charter. 

 

Five steps for obtaining the Diversity Label:  

1  File an application. 

2  AFNOR Certification examines applications and designates a specialised assessor or team of 

assessors. 

3  Initial evaluation on site(s), repeated every 24 months. 

4  The French Labelling Commission examines the assessment report and members discuss issues with 

the applicant organisation. 

5  AFNOR Certification decides to award the label, renewable after four years.  

 

 

http://www.boutique-certification.afnor.org/certification/label-diversite
http://www.boutique-certification.afnor.org/certification/label-diversite
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To support applicants during this process, they benefit from: 

- a reader’s guide for each version of the specifications, explaining each item and providing clear 

illustrations, 

- a tailored solution “Three Steps to the Diversity Label”, for firms with fewer than 50 employees to 

smooth the labelling process for these organisations, using a gradual approach and harnessing new 

technologies to obtain the diversity label, 

- an online diagnosis to find out how much needs to be done to obtain the diversity label,  

- an online estimate to find out what resources you will need to allocate to obtaining the diversity 

label, 

- a directory of good practices recognised as such by the French Labelling Commission. 

 

More information via the power point presentation available online: 03 - GEOFFROY AFNOR Label 

Diversité Index 290413.ppt 

 

 

1.D.  CSA FEDERATION OF WALLONIA BRUSSELS, ITS DIVERSITY BAROMETER AND ITS PANORAMA OF GOOD 

PRACTICES – Main objectives, content and results – Presentation: Muriel HANOT, Director of Studies & 

Researches, CSA FWB, Belgium  

www.csa.be/diversite 

 

Partant du constat que les écrans de télévision en Belgique francophone ne reflètent que partiellement la 

diversité de la société, la ministre de la culture, de l’audiovisuel, de la santé et de l’égalité des chances, 

Fadila Laanan, annonçait, en mars 2010, la mise en œuvre, pour trois ans, d’un Plan pour la diversité et 

l’égalité, piloté par le CSA avec le concours et la supervision de partenaires experts en matière de lutte 

contre les discriminations. Cette initiative s’inscrit dans la durée et privilégie à la méthode coercitive celle 

du dialogue et de l’émulation. 

 

En 2006, le Collège d’avis du CSA remettait deux avis, l’un relatif à la "présence et représentation des 

minorités culturelles dans les media audiovisuels", le second sur la "présence et représentation des 

femmes dans les services de radiodiffusion". Le Collège pointait dans ces deux avis l’absence d’étude en 

Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles qui permettrait de dresser un état des lieux de la présence dans les media 

des minorités d’une part et des femmes d’autre part. 

 

En 2010, deux études sont venues combler cette lacune. Une chercheuse en résidence au CSA, Catherine 

Bodson, a réalisé une recherche sur "la représentation de la diversité au sein des programmes de la 

télévision belge francophone" sous forme d’un baromètre exploratoire. Par ailleurs, le CSA s’est joint à 

une équipe de recherche coordonnée par l’Association des journalistes professionnels pour la première 

participation de la Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles au Global Media Monitoring Project (GMMP), étude 

mondiale sur la représentation des femmes dans l’information quotidienne. Les résultats démontrent que 

les media audiovisuels de Belgique francophone n’assurent pas la parité et reflètent imparfaitement la 

diversité de la société. 

 

C'est sur ces bases que la ministre Fadila Laanan a initié, avec la Fondation Roi Baudouin, le plan pour 

l’égalité et la diversité dans les media audiovisuels de la Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles. Le plan prévoit 

sur une période de trois ans deux axes d’act ion sous forme de deux publications annuelles :  

 

- à l’automne, l’édition d’un Panorama des bonnes pratiques en matière d’égalité et de diversité dans 

les media audiovisuels de la Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles, brochure qualitative visant à témoigner 

des bonnes pratiques existantes, à encourager leur partage et à en initier de nouvelles ;  

 

- au printemps, la mise en ligne d’un Baromètre de l’égalité et de la diversité dans les media 

audiovisuels de la Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles, étude quantitative relative à l’état de la diversité et 

http://www.csa.be/diversite
http://www.csa.be/diversite
http://www.csa.be/diversite
http://www.csa.be/documents/show/552
http://www.csa.be/documents/show/552
http://www.csa.be/documents/show/441
http://www.csa.be/documents/show/441
http://www.csa.be/documents/show/1207
http://www.csa.be/documents/show/1207
http://www.whomakesthenews.org/
http://www.quelgenredinfos.be/
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de l’égalité sur les chaînes de la Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles, sur base de l’analyse d’une semaine 

de productions propres. 

 

Un comité de pilotage animé par le CSA et composé de professionnels des media et d’experts en matière 

de politique du genre et de la diversité a été mis en place pour assurer la coordination du plan et susciter 

débats et actions positives. L’objectif d’assurer dans les media audiovisuels une représentation de la 

diversité de notre société implique de s’intéresser à toutes les composantes cette diversité, c’est pourquoi 

le plan vise de manière transversale les critères de sexe, d’origine culturelle, de catégorie 

socioprofessionnelle, d’âge et de handicap. 

 

More information via the power point presentation available online: 04 - HANOT CSA FWB Mediane 

Index 290413.ppt 

 

 

1.E.  UNESCO GENDER-SENSITIVE INDICATORS FOR THE MEDIA – Main objectives, content and results. 

Presentation: Pamela MORINIERE, Gender Project Officer, EFJ – European Federation of Journalists, 

Belgium 

www.unesco.org/new/en/communication-and-information/resources/publications-and-communication-

materials/publications/full-list/gender-sensitive-indicators-for-media-framework-of-indicators-to-gauge-

gender-sensitivity-in-media-operations-and-content/ 

 

The aim of the Gender-Sensitive Indicators for Media (GSIM) is to contribute to gender equality and 

women’s empowerment in and through media of all forms, irrespective of the technology used. The main 

focus of the publication is on the equality and gender dimensions of social diversity in the media.  

 

UNESCO’s commitment to gender equality and women’s empowerment is pursued through gender -specific 

programming and gender mainstreaming with action in all of its fields of competence. UNESCO’s 

Communication and Information Sector has engaged globally in a wide range of gender-specific 

initiatives. The two perspectives, equality between women and men working in the media, and equality in 

news reporting on women and men, are of equal importance and are being stridently pursued. 

 

It is against this backdrop that UNESCO, in cooperation with the International Federation of Journalists 

and many other partners, has elaborated this global framework of Gender-Sensitive Indicators for Media. 

This is a part of a suite of indicators being developed across all sectors of the organization to enable 

effective assessment of diagnosis of areas within UNESCO’s mandate of media development.  

 

The process that led to the preparation of GSIM extended over a two-year period. It began in early 2010 

with a global debate on the UNESCO Women Make the News platform. A first draft of GSIM was then 

prepared and a year later it was reviewed during an international consultation in Brussels. Thereafter a 

second draft was prepared. In order to further enrich it a second round of consultation was carried out 

with UNESCO media partners globally. This essential consultation enabled UNESCO to underline that GSIM 

is not an attempt to limit freedom of expression and the independence of media, but to voluntarily enrich 

these cardinal characteristics.  

 

UNESCO is confident that, if fully implemented and properly harnessed, GSIM will have an impact that 

should be detectable in both qualitative and quantitative terms 

 

More information via the power point presentation available online: 05 - MORINIERE - GSI in Media.ppt  

 

 

 

 

http://www.google.fr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CDkQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.unesco.org%2Fnew%2Fen%2Fcommunication-and-information%2Fresources%2Fpublications-and-communication-materials%2Fpublications%2Ffull-list%2Fgender-sensitive-indicators-for-media-framework-of-indicators-to-gauge-gender-sensitivity-in-media-operations-and-content%2F&ei=K2luUcOyKcmhO4yMgLAB&usg=AFQjCNFZ3Jxn8a_5FNPMDk2So-gXtQI5IQ&sig2=PAQ29xFNAU0j4_vJPRpChA&bvm=bv.45368065,d.d2k
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/communication-and-information/resources/publications-and-communication-materials/publications/full-list/gender-sensitive-indicators-for-media-framework-of-indicators-to-gauge-gender-sensitivity-in-media-operations-and-content/
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/communication-and-information/resources/publications-and-communication-materials/publications/full-list/gender-sensitive-indicators-for-media-framework-of-indicators-to-gauge-gender-sensitivity-in-media-operations-and-content/
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/communication-and-information/resources/publications-and-communication-materials/publications/full-list/gender-sensitive-indicators-for-media-framework-of-indicators-to-gauge-gender-sensitivity-in-media-operations-and-content/
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Interactive tool of 
monitoring and action  

Electronically 
searchable Reference 

Guide of Practices  

Electronically 
searchable A-Z Glossary 

to  Issues in Practice 

2.  PRESENTATION OF THE MEDIANE INDEX ON MEDIA DIVERSITY INCLUSIVENESS  

 

The Index aims to address issues associated with the main areas of media practice and media 

organisations’ strategies. For the purpose of this project, these are organised around four themes / 

interfaces: (i.) Employment, (ii.) Content development, (iii.) Ethics and (iv.) Media strategies for 

development  

 

The four interfaces of professional media practice and organisational strategies will be address through 

the development of an Index that consists of three elements:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Interactive tool of media self-monitoring and action 

This tool will have three distinct and parallel platforms targeting three different groups of stakeholders:  

(i.) media managers;  

(ii.) journalists;  

(iii.) media trainers.  

Each platform’s design aims to correspond to the interests and needs of each particular professional 

group of users (see next sections for details). The self-monitoring part of the proposed Index is an 

important dimension as it will offer the media and their professionals a very concrete and practical tool as 

well as it will guarantee the monitoring results to remain confidential and to be for their only use.  

 

 Electronically searchable Reference Guide of Practices 

A mapping of the most significant studies, reviews and codes of practice on diversity inclusiveness in the 

media. Approx. 20 projects, such as the Diversity Toolkit; IFJ’s Ethical Journalism Initiative; the 

publication Reporting Ethnicity & Religion, alongside additional European and international public ations 

such as OSCE’s Guidelines on the Use of Minority Languages in the Broadcast Media are to be reviewed. 

The reference guide, with hyperlinks to the specific reports, will be organised around the four main 

thematic units:  

(i.) employment;  

(ii.) content development  

(iii.) ethics;  

(iv.) media strategies for development.  
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This reference guide will be made of a single document for all stakeholders divided under the four themes of the 

Index (employment, content, codes of practice, strategies for development). The logic of single document is that 

diversity is driving common agenda and practice. This reference guide will include a shared selection of approx. 

25-30 resources (see after, Part III) introduced through an executive summary that highlights key points of each 

resource under the four themes of the Index and divided between its 3 targeted groups: trainers, journalists / 

media content makers and media managers.  

 

 Electronically searchable A-Z Glossary to the Key Practical Issues 

The Glossary will address specific issues that managers, editors and journalists face in their practice and 

when making decisions about personnel and content production. With an emphasis on the integration of 

diversity and the principle of non-discrimination as a guiding theme, the user-friendly glossary will be 

organised around the four main thematic units:  

(i.) employment;  

(ii.) content development  

(iii.) ethics;  

(iv.) media strategies for development.  

The guide will provide specific and applicable tools for media professionals and trainers to self -monitor 

their practice and to make decisions that promote inclusiveness of diversity and the principle of non -

discrimination. For example, under the A-Z guide on content development, practitioners will be offered 

sets of questions to address when they work on crime stories (e.g. How many sources did you use?  How 

many voices of those involved have you included? Have you mentioned the perpetrator’s/victim’s ethn icity 

and is this relevant to the story?).  

 

While the Electronically searchable Reference Guide of Practice and the Electronically searchable A -Z 

Glossary to the Key Practical Issues should provide common reference points for media managers, 

journalists and trainers, the Interactive tool of media self-monitoring and action will be tailored to 

separately correspond to the needs, interests and practice of the three main groups of intended users.  

 

As the initial name chosen for the MEDIANE Index on Media Diversity Inclusiveness does not reflect the 

real structure and content of what this tool aims at being; a self -monitoring and action tool supporting 

the efforts made by the media and the professionals for including diversity in their daily  media work and 

production, a consultation will be lunched by the end of 2013 until February 2014. Based on the results of 

this online consultation, a new name will be selected by the MEDIANE team, consultants and partners.  

 

The realisation of MEDIANE Index on media Diversity Inclusiveness is organised in four stages:  

 

Preparatory phase (April 13 – May 13)  

 

Establishment of rapport and initiate consultation with partners and other stakeholders 

during the MEDIANE coordination meeting and communications that follow the meeting.  

 

Online survey circulated among partners and stakeholders requesting feedback on the 

development of MEDIANE Index on Media Diversity Inclusiveness (see Appendix for details).  

 

Production of the draft Methodology paper outlining the key elements of the realisation of 

the MEDIANE Index.  

 

Index building phase (June 13 – Feb 14) 

 

Finalisation of the Methodology paper after the First European Encounter and the online 

survey analysis.  
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Development of indicators of intercultural practice in collaboration with MEDIANE partners 

and while learning from the media exchanges, European and thematic encounters and other 

research and published codes of practice 

 

Development of the three key elements of MEDIANE Index on Media Diversity 

Inclusiveness 

 

Interactive tool of media self-monitoring and action 

 

Electronically searchable Reference Guide of Practices 

 

Electronically searchable A-Z Glossary to the Key Issues in Practice 

 

 

Index testing phase (Feb 14 – June 14)  

 

Recruitment of volunteering participants representing the range of media and EU’s 

geographical regions and range of media to test the MEDIANE Index on Media Diversity 

Inclusiveness  

 

Test MEDIANE Index on Media Diversity Inclusiveness content after its application with 

the volunteers 

 

Analysis of data and internal report on results of the testing phase 

 

Revisions and finalisation of the Index 

 

Upload of all platforms on MEDIANE website for free online access; development of keywords 

for wide recognition of MEDIANE Index on Media Diversity Inclusiveness by search engines (June 

14)  

 

Index promotion phase (June 14 – Dec 14)  

 

Maximization of collaborations and strategies for participation and promotion with the 

support of partners’ and other stakeholders’ networks   

 

Presentations and e-promotion of MEDIANE Index on Media Diversity Inclusiveness in 

conferences, public events, partners’ websites and networks and other media websites and 

networks (June 14 – Dec 14) 

 

Main promotion event of MEDIANE Index on Media Diversity Inclusiveness during the last 

European encounter (Sept 2014) 

 

 

MEDIANE Index on Media Diversity Inclusiveness’s successful realisation depends on sustained 

collaboration with media practitioners and continuing exchanges and feedback with partners and 

stakeholders.  
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The main goal is to maximize stakeholders’ direct input in the development of MEDIANE Index on Media 

Diversity Inclusiveness. The main tools and strategies for enhancing collaboration and feedback exchange 

are:   

 

 Preparatory/building stage online survey:  invitation to partners and stakeholders to offer 

their insights, understanding of diversity, priorities and feedback on MEDIANE Index on Media 

Diversity Inclusiveness in an online survey: 

www.surveymonkey.com/s/MEDIANE_INDEX, Survey open April 2013 – October 2013.  

 

 MEDIANE Index on Media Diversity Inclusiveness workshops: Participants in the Nicosia 

European Encounter proposed specific questions to be integrated in the MEDIANE Index on Media 

Diversity Inclusiveness self-monitoring tool during dedicated workshops. June 2013. 

 

 One to one interviews and feedback sessions with partners, stakeholders and participants 

during the European Encounters. Throughout the project.  

 

 Feedback from media exchanges: all participants in media exchanges are asked to fill in a 

questionnaire at the end of their exchange offering feedback on (i.) how their exchange can 

inform the development of MEDIANE Index on Media Diversity Inclusiveness; (ii.) what uses they 

could see in MEDIANE Index on Media Diversity Inclusiveness for their professional practice. 

Questionnaires distributed at exchanges September 2013 – February 2014. 

 

 Sustained electronic communication with MEDIANE Index on Media Diversity Inclusiveness 

consultant throughout the period of the project. The consultant’s email publicized on MEDIANE’S 

website and during European encounters. Throughout the project.  

 

 

3.  PARTICIPANTS TO THE PRESENTATION MEETING ON MEDIANE INDEX 

 

 

1. ACT - ASSOCIATION OF COMMERCIAL TELEVISION 

MARTA SOKOL  

EU AFFAIRS ASSISTANT 

BRUSSELS - BELGIUM 

 

ANNE BIGOT 

EUROPEAN AFFAIRS ADVISER 

TF1 - BRUSSELS - BELGIUM  

 

 

2. AER - EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION OF RADIOS 

VINCENT SMEED 

EU POLICY ADVISOR 

BRUSSELS - BELGIUM  

 

 

3. AFNOR - LABEL DIVERSITE 

THIERRY GEOFFROY 

DIRECTION GENERALE 

CHARGE DE MISSION EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 

LA PLAINE SAINT - DENIS - FRANCE 

 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/MEDIANE_INDEX
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4. CHARTE DE LA DIVERSITE FRANCE 

FELLA IMALHAYENE 

SECRETAIRE GENERALE 

SECRETARIAT GENERAL DE LA CHARTE DE LA DIVERSITE 

PARIS - FRANCE 

 

 

5. CSA FRANCE 

ALBIN SOARES COUTO 

CONSEILLER DE MME HINTERMANN 

DOSSIER DIVERSITE CSA 

 

GERALDINE VANHILLE 

CONSEILLERE DE MME HINTERMANN 

DOSSIER DIVERSITE CSA 

PARIS - FRANCE 

 

 

6. CSA FEDERATION WALLONIE BRUXELLES 

MURIEL HANOT 

DIRECTRICE DES ETUDES ET RECHERCHES 

BRUXELLES - BELGIUM / BELGIQUE 

 

 

7. ENPA - EUROPEAN NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION 

MARTIN KALA 

EU LEGAL ADVISOR 

BRUXELLES - BELGIUM  

 

 

8. EPC – EUROPEAN PUBLISHERS COUNCIL  

NIKOLAS MOSCHAKIS 

EUROPEAN POLICY ADVISER 

BRUXELLES - BELGIUM  

 

 

9. EBU - EUROPEAN BROADCASTING UNION 

HANS LAROES 

RESPONSABLE GROUPE DES VALEURS 

REPRESENTANT DU PRESIDENT DE L'UER 

GENEVA - SWITZERLAND  

  

 

10. FRANCE TÉLÉVISIONS 

STÉPHANE BIJOUX 

DIRECTEUR DELEGUE POUR LA DIVERSITE DANS L’INFORMATION 

PARIS - FRANCE 

 

 

11. IPJ - INSTITUT PRATIQUE DU JOURNALISME 

PASCALE COLISSON 

RESPONSABLE PEDAGOGIQUE - MISSION DIVERSITE ET EGALITE DES CHANCES IPJ  

MEMBRE DE L'OBSERVATOIRE DE LA DIVERSITE - CSA FRANCE - PARIS – FRANCE 
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12.  MEDIANE CONSULTANTS 

MYRIA GEORGIOU 

DEPT OF MEDIA AND COMMUNICATIONS, LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS 

MIDI - MEDIA INDEX OF DIVERSITY INCLUSIVENESS – CONSULTANT 

LONDON - UNITED KINGDOM  

 

ANNA FRENYO 

EEMPS - EUROPEAN EXCHANGES OF MEDIA PRACTICES - CONSULTANT 

BERLIN - GERMANY  

 

DIANE KEMP 

BIRMINGHAM CITY UNIVERSITY 

ETES - EUROPEAN & THEMATIC ENCOUNTERS – CONSULTANT 

BIRMINGHAM - UNITED KINGDOM  

 

SEÁN Ó SIOCHRÚ 

MEDIANE CONSULTANT ON EVALUATION 

DUBLIN - IRELAND 

 

 

13. MEDIANE OBSERVERS 

FABIEN WILLE 

FACULTE DES SCIENCES DU SPORT ET DE L'EDUCATION PHYSIQUE 

RONCHIN - FRANCE 

 

ARNAUD WAQUET 

FACULTE DES SCIENCES DU SPORT ET DE L'EDUCATION PHYSIQUE 

RONCHIN - FRANCE 

 

 

14. MEDIANE PARTNER ORGANISATIONS 

 

CMFE - COMMUNITY MEDIA FORUM EUROPE 

STEFAN TENNER 

CMFE  MEDIANE COORDINATOR 

NEUMÜNSTER - GERMANY 

LARRY FERGESON 

DIRECTOR - CCMC - CYPRUS COMMUNITY MEDIA CENTRE 

NICOSIA - CYPRUS  

 

 

EJTA - EUROPEAN JOURNALISM TRANING ASSOCIATION 

ANNA MCKANE 

PRESIDENT 

LONDON - UNITED KINGDOM 

MARINA TUNEVA 

LECTURER/TRAINER 

SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM AND PUBLIC RELATIONS 

SKOPJE - FYROM  
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EFJ / IFJ - EUROPEAN / INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF JOURNALISTS 

YUKLAN WONG 

CAMPAIGNS AND PROJECT OFFICER 

PAMELA MORINIERE 

AUTHORS’RIGHTS, GENDER AND PROJECTS OFFICER 

BRUXELLES - BELGIUM  

 

 

MEDIA ANIMATION 

PATRICK VERNIERS 

INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT DIRECTOR 

ANNE CLAIRE ORBAN DE XIVRY 

INTERNATIONAL PROJECT MANAGER 

BRUXELLES - BELGIUM  

 

 

15. COUNCIL OF EUROPE 

 

IRENA GUIDIKOVA 

HEAD OF DIVISION CULTURAL POLICY, DIVERSITY AND INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE 

COUNCIL OF EUROPE - STRASBOURG - FRANCE 

 

REYNALD BLION 

MEDIA & DIVERSITY & MEDIANE PROGRAMME MANAGER 

COUNCIL OF EUROPE - STRASBOURG - FRANCE 

 

ELLSWORTH CAMILLERI 

PROGRAMME ASSISTANT 

COUNCIL OF EUROPE - STRASBOURG - FRANCE 

 

ALEXANDER VOJVODA 

MEDIANE INTERNSHIP 

COUNCIL OF EUROPE - STRASBOURG - FRANCE 

 

 

 



 

MEDIA & DIVERSITY INCLUSIVENESS – WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?  

 
 

Today, in Europe, too many people are not very visible; in 

fact some remain invisible, on screen!  

 

Even worse, when these same groups appear in the media, 

they are confined to very specific roles and consigned to 

limited topics. Thus, as different groups are barely visible, 

they are being denied their voice in the democratic debate! 

 

 

This is why the joint European Union (EU)/Council of 

Europe (CoE) MEDIANE – Media in Europe for Diversity 

Inclusiveness - programme has chosen to focus on the 

media’s abilities and capacities to include diversities of 

today’s European societies in the production process as 

well as in the design of media content, in particular of 

news that contributes to inform the public opinion. 

 

 

Building upon various recommendations of the CoE bodies 

on media pluralism and diversity expression, the 

achievements of the 2008-2010 antidiscrimination 

campaign and its joint EU/CoE programme MARS – Media 

Against Racism in Sport, MEDIANE aims at considering 

diversity and non-discrimination as on-going angles of 

media coverage. Through this approach, MEDIANE wants to 

encourage truly inclusive modes of media content design 

and production. 

 

 

To do so, MEDIANE offers the media and their professionals 

(journalism students and trainers, journalists, media 

managers, etc.) the opportunity of committing themselves 

to sharing professional practices, either during European or 

thematic encounters or on one-to-one basis, through 

European Exchanges MEDIANE activity. Beyond this sharing 

of experiences, these professionals will be invited to build a 

Media Index on diversity inclusiveness. This index shall be 

a tool, for the media and media professionals, to monitor 

their capacities to include diversity in the design and 

production of media content. It is also intended to serve as 

a decision making tool in favour of truly inclusive and 

intercultural modes of media content design and 

production. 

 
Some key figures about the problem!  

 

In Europe, only a quarter of news items feature 

women, even though they account for over half of 

the European population (GMMP, 2010) 

 

Immigrants represent around 10% of the EU 

population (Eurostat, 2011); they appear for less 

than 5% of the main actors in the news (Ter Wal, 

2004) 

 

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) 

people account for roughly 6% of the population of 

the United Kingdom but are represented as less 

than 1% on screen  

 

Still in the UK, 20% of the population is disabled, 

but they are less than 1% to be represented on 

British TV (CDN 2009-10 Progress Report) 

 

In Belgium (CSA, 2012), persons with disabilities 

still appear in secondary roles and only as subjects 

in relation to disability 

 

Still in Belgium, women and ethnic minorities 

appear mostly in secondary roles or as extras in the 

information (CSA 2012, AJPB 2011), rarely as an 

expert or a spokesperson 

 

In France (CSA, 2008), while ethnic minorities 

account for 19% of actors in all TV news, they are 

represented more heavily in sports and music 

stories, than in political, social and economic news: 

more than a third, compared with less than 10%.  

 

In Europe generally (Ter Wal, 2004), these 

minorities appear less than 5% in political 

coverage, with women (GMMP 2010) account for 

less than 5% of actors in the economic or scientific 

news  

 

… Something to add? 

 

 

Through the sources they use, the subjects they select and the treatment they choose, the media influence the agenda 

(what to think about) and public perception (how to think) of contemporary debates. This is why the Council of Europe 

considers truly inclusive information - where people can participate as witnesses, players, producers etc. – as crucial 

for democratic participation and social cohesion. 

 


